


A gathering place 
a place to eat, work, and play

Your kitchen is truly the heart of your home, a hardworking space  
that needs to fit your lifestyle, while reflecting your personal style. 

Bridgewood Cabinetry has been building premium, quality cabinets in the heartland 
for over forty years. Family owned and operated, we take pride in our cabinets and the 
relationships that we build. That includes every designer, dealer and employee that works 
with us.  It also includes anyone who chooses to put our cabinets in their home. 

Cabinetry is a strong design element which sets the tone for the overall look and feel of 
your space.  It plays a crucial role in how well the room functions for the way you live. 
We offer a wide range of door styles, hardwoods and finishes to fit your personal style,   
complemented by accessories to make certain your room is as functional as it is beautiful. 

The possibilities are almost endless, but the choices are only yours.

 Island  | Manhattan, Pewter paint 
 Perimeter Cabinets | Manhattan, Alabaster paint2 3



Classic  The classic detailing of this elegant kitchen may be your path to creating a kitchen that fits your personal style.  

Furniture legs,  finished end panels and base molding add beautiful detail to the island and create artful transitions at the corner 

of the base cabinets.  Crown molding and mullion doors, with clear glass and opaque panels, add to the traditional charm.   

 Island  | Manhattan, Pewter paint 
 Perimeter Cabinets | Manhattan, Alabaster paint
 Mullion Doors  | X-Lite, clear glass and opaque panels 
 Range Hood  | Elevation,  E-series  54 FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED



Timeless   The Portland door style can help you design a space that feels fresh and current, yet still seems familiar and rooted in tradition.  

The deep tones of our Fog paint on this island provide a rich accent to the Snow paint of the perimeter cabinets.  The double bow mullions of the glass 

doors add a modern touch that celebrates old world craftsmanship. A  variety of unique mullion styles are available giving you great design flexibility.

 Island  | Portland, Fog paint 
 Perimeter Cabinets | Portland, Snow paint 76 FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED



Simplicity   Some may prefer a straight forward approach with simple forms free of embellishment. If that describes you, there are many 

door styles offered for you to consider. The Simple Shaker style shown on these cabinets is just one of several door styles available that would appeal 

to your aesthetic. A carefully selected palette of paint colors is also offered, in tones ranging from whites, grays and neutrals to deep, rich tones 

including black. Here, the subtle shift from our White paint on the main cabinets to the Boulder paint of the island adds a layer of dimension,  

while maintaining the understated harmony of the space.

 Island  | Simple Shaker, Boulder paint 
 Perimeter Cabinets | Simple Shaker, White paint 98 FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED



A sense of order   A busy life doesn’t have to be a cluttered life. Base pantry pullouts and specialty drawers can help you keep 

everything organized and within reach. Solid wood drawer boxes with durable dovetail joinery will give you a place for everything while the 

standard, full extension drawer slides allow easy access to the entire drawer. Our Springfield range hood, shown here in Urban Bronze paint,  

is a striking focal point and just one of many standard range hood designs offered.

 Island  | Embry,  Urban Bronze paint 
 Perimeter Cabinets | Embry, White paint 
  Range Hood  | Springfield  S-series 1110 FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED



Simple Shaker, White paint

Open up the possibilities If you’re looking for a light filled space, consider white cabinetry, an architectural pass through and 

an open floor plan. The clean lines of the simple shaker door style create well defined shadow lines and crisp highlights. Walnut drawer boxes and 

walnut organizers are affordable luxury touches for those who appreciate the qualities of this valued species.

1312 FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED



Designed for life  It’s a joy to work in a well organized space, with everything at hand when you need it, then tucked 

away once you’re done. We offer a wide variety of organizers to make your space function beautifully. If you’re drawn to the warmth 

of stained wood, you can choose Maple cabinets as shown here, or select Cherry, Walnut, Oak, Hickory or Knotty Alder. Each of these 

beautiful hardwoods has a completely individual character which takes on its own unique flavor when paired with our collection of 

carefully curated stain finishes. We offer a spectrum of stained finishes ranging from the deepest ebony to a transparent natural 

finish, including an array of subtle warm tones and grays.

Mission, Maple,  Shale finish FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED 1514



Rustic by nature   Knotty wood is a beautiful reminder that the materials of your cabinets are unique creations of nature.  

This Knotty Hickory island is the focal point of the room, framed by a backdrop of white painted cabinets. If a rustic look fits your personal 

style, we also offer Knotty Alder and Knotty Cherry. The intricate grain of this Hickory island showcases our proprietary Aged finish. This 

process enhances the naturally occurring characteristics of the wood, resulting in a finish that is completely unique on each individual cabinet. 

 Island | Mission, Knotty Hickory, Aged finish
 Perimeter Cabinets | Mission, White paint FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED 1716



A study of contrasting textures  The deep tones of walnut cabinetry seem even richer against 

the sleekness of glass doors. On one side of the room stands a highly reflective wall of tall cabinets,  with metal door frames 

completely concealed by back painted glass in gloss white. On the other side of the room, the profile and oil rubbed bronze 

finish of the aluminum door frames complements the raised edge detail of the Cologne door style on the base cabinet below.  

A variety of aluminum door styles and finishes are available to be paired with inserts of clear, satin, smoked or mirrored glass.   

Back painted glass is also offered in a range of standard satin and gloss colors, with custom color matching  available.

 Cabinets | Cologne, Walnut, Iron finish
 Aluminum Framed Doors  |  AF002 frame, Oil Rubbed Bronze, clear glass

AF010  frame 
back painted glass 
gloss white

FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED 1918



Hard surfaces, soft finishes   Era finishes represent the latest in surfacing technology and are offered in three 

categories, all featuring  premium architectural surfaces over dimensionally stable engineered panels. These distinctive surfaces are 

scratch resistant and low maintenance,  with high chemical and stain resistance, making them ideal to withstand the demands of today’s 

hardworking spaces. The Suede surfaces shown here are designed to absorb light and minimize reflection, creating a matte finish with a  

soft appearance and touch. The top hardcoat is UV stabilized for long lasting color richness and also has anti-fingerprint properties.

 Island  | Era, Suede finish, Pure White
 Perimeter Cabinets | Era, Suede finish, Black FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED 2120



Pure forms The uninterrupted planes of these minimalist exteriors are enhanced by high gloss  Allure finishes.  The most highly reflective  

of the  Era finishes, the Allure finishes utilize the most scratch resistant, high-gloss acrylic available today. Color richness is enhanced by a UV stabilized 

top coat for ultimate depth and clarity.  Below that mirror surface  lies the function of a full access interior. All cabinets with Era finishes are built with 

European frameless construction which allows full access to interior cabinet space. 

 Island  | Era, Allure finish, Pure White
 Perimeter Cabinets | Era, Allure finish, Navy FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED 2322



Pattern and texture  Cabinets with matte Suede finishes provide an understated backdrop for the striking designs of  

the Linea  collection, which contains richly textured patterns on high definition, structured melamine panels.  These European, trend-setting 

designs deliver the look and feel of real wood along with the durability and reliability of premium engineered material.  Linea surfaces are 

offered in a wide range of patterns and tones to suit the needs of the most discriminating modern designer.  Our state of the art edge 

banding process is utilized on most cabinets with Era finishes.

 Island, Base & Tall Cabinets | Era, Suede finish, Black
 Accents | Era, Linea finish , Cortez
 Aluminum Framed Doors  |  AF002 frame, Onyx, clear glass FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED 2524



A touch of reflection    The high gloss finish of the wall cabinets provides the perfect accent to the matte surfaces of the island and 

base cabinets, illustrating the main characteristics of the Allure and Suede finishes.  A floating base cabinet keeps everything visually light and open.  

Directly above it, the wall cabinet features a lift mechanism which moves the door up and out of your way, allowing full access to the interior.  

Several different door lift options are available .

 Island ,& Base Cabinets | Era, Suede finish, Sage
 Wall  Cabinets | Era, Allure finish , Dark Gray FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED 2726



Austin, Naval paint

Bold color   Paint makes a great finish for cabinets in any room of your home. Naval paint on the cabinetry and wainscoting 

makes a strong statement and visually ties this room together. The tiered profile of the Austin door style casts a defined shadow line 

which further enhances the look. Deep, rich paint colors as well as subtle gradations of whites, creams, neutrals and grays provide a 

stunning array of today’s most trending colors. 

FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED 2928



Thoughtful design A well thought out design will lead to a space that truly fits the way you live. This mudroom serves the 

needs of all family members, which of course includes your pets. Besides storage and laundry, it also features a low sink which is well suited 

for pet bathing, and an island that accommodates a food and water station.

 Perimeter Cabinets | Bristol,  Walnut, Caramel finish
 Island | Bristol, Walnut, Black Tea finish FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED 3130



Bridgewood was founded in 1974 on the belief that our dreams and lives are built 

on faith, hard work and fair dealing. Over the years, our founder has proven time 

and again that these beliefs are undeniably true. This magic recipe of dreaming 

dreams, overcoming challenges and playing a part in building the lives of employees, 

dealers and customers who have welcomed our products into their homes for the 

last 45 years has led to a legacy of service to others that we are proud to call our 

own. What began as a part time operation to build tables for a local recreational 

vehicle manufacturer has evolved into a second-generation family business 

dedicated to bringing some of the finest cabinetry available anywhere, to American 

homes everywhere. At Bridgewood, we believe that life is best lived in service to 

others and we look forward to serving you.

Bridgewood Cabinetry.com 

Note: Photography is an artistic representation of color tones, but can never reflect the true beauty of wood. 
Always make sure to make your final selection from dealer provided samples.

For more information on Bridgewood door styles, hardwoods  
and finishes see the Bridgewood Selection Guide, or visit us at


